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Introduction 
 

In April 2017, Community Literacy of Ontario (CLO) commenced 

research on a topic of key importance to community-based 

Literacy and Basic Skills agencies – Volunteerism!  This report 

shares the results of CLO’s research and provides a snapshot of 

volunteerism realities in LBS agencies in 2017. To obtain, this 

picture, CLO,  

 Developed and circulated a provincial survey (which received responses from 42 

community-based LBS agencies);  

 Held key Informant Interviews with 6 LBS agencies 

o Barrie Literacy Council 

o Community Learning Alternatives - Belleville 

o Literacy Council York-Simcoe 

o Literacy Nipissing 

o Toronto Public Library – Adult Literacy Services 

o Wellington County Learning Centre 

 Hosted a provincial focus group; and  

 Conducted online research into volunteerism in general. 

 

The State of Volunteerism in Community-Based LBS Agencies 2017 Report  

 Explores the current state of volunteerism in LBS 

agencies with a focus on Volunteer Recruitment, 

Engagement and Retention 

 Shares strategies and resources to help agencies 

recruit, support, and engage volunteers in traditional 

roles and in new roles in LBS programming 
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Research Results 
 

Literacy is a cause historically supported by volunteers but results from past CLO surveys show 

that this support has been steadily declining.  

• 1997: 90 volunteers per agency 

• 2007: 65 volunteers per agency 

• 2010: 48 volunteers per agency  

• 2015: 32 volunteers per agency 

 

This drop in volunteer numbers is cause for concern for agencies with small staffing numbers 

and large mandates. Community literacy volunteers bring a multitude of skills and knowledge 

to the table. These volunteers bolster community literacy agencies’ capacity to meet the many 

needs of adult learners – and they do it for free! 

 

In June 2017, CLO circulated a survey to 100 community-based literacy agencies to explore 

volunteerism in community literacy agencies. The survey generated a strong response rate with 

42 respondents from across Ontario answering most or all of the questions. Based on the 

Ministry of Advanced Education and Skills Development’s geographical boundaries, 17% of 

responding agencies were located in Northern Ontario, 17% were located in Western Ontario, 

20% were located in Eastern Ontario and 47% were located in Central Ontario. 

 

Community Literacy of Ontario’s survey results indicate that the majority of agencies have a 

small staffing component. In fact, 76% of responding community-based agencies have three or 

fewer full-time staff (*full-time or full time equivalent = 35 to 40 hours per week).   

 

According to CLO’s survey, 49% of agencies indicated a decrease in their number of volunteers 

over the past 5 years and the average number of volunteers was 39. This number is slightly 

higher than the 2015 survey results. 
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The 2017 survey asked agencies, on average, the number of hours individual volunteers 

contributed monthly to their agencies. While it was difficult to tally (some agencies responding 

with their answers in range format and in some cases collectively), there were 23 agencies that 

gave us the individual monthly contributions. From these agencies, 48% responded that on 

average, individual volunteers contribute up to 10 hours per month, 31% have individual 

volunteers contribute between 11 to 20 hours month, 13% have individual month volunteer 

contributions of 21 to 30 hours, and 9% responded that individual volunteers contribute 31 to 

40 hours per month.  

 

 
Volunteer Roles 
 

To gain an understanding of the current state of volunteerism, 

Community Literacy of Ontario asked agencies how the role of 

volunteers has changed in LBS agencies over the past 10 years. 

While a small number indicated that the roles hadn’t changed, 82% 

indicated that the roles have changed in a variety of ways. These 

changes include volunteers having more responsibility, needing 

more knowledge related to funder requirements, and having more administrative work as a 

result of the Ontario Adult Literacy Curriculum Framework. 

 

 “Volunteer tutors require a higher level of knowledge and skills with the introduction of 

the OALCF.” 

 
“The advent of the OALCF changed how volunteers are expected to deliver literacy 

training. This has been challenging for some volunteers.” 

 
“Our volunteers have become more focused in their roles and better trained for specific 

roles.” 
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Some survey respondents noted that there are more volunteer roles and that these roles have 

become more specific, an example being using volunteers for targeted training like using 

technology. We will explore specific roles in greater depth later in this report. Community 

Literacy of Ontario also learned that as a result of these role changes, many agencies are 

needing to provide more training and supports to volunteers than in the past. 

 

“The tutors are being asked to take more initiative and to use more technology in 

facilitated learning.” 

 
“We train volunteers in using computer assisted instruction for learners.” 

 

Another notable change is that volunteer roles need to meet the needs of volunteers. 

Volunteers want roles that fit with their schedules and that use their specific skill sets. This 

particular change affects training, engagement and retention. 

 

“Volunteers have increasing expectations as to “what’s in it for 

them”, many are coming for experiences to add to resumes or to 

use as practical experiences for courses they are taking.” 

 

Volunteers continue to be an important source of support for LBS agencies as 100% of the 

responding agencies use volunteers in their programs! The following is the list of potential 

volunteer roles provided as options in CLO’s 2017 survey and the resulting percentage of 

respondents who identified them as volunteer roles in their agencies.

One-to-one tutor: 88% 

Board members:  83%  

Literacy instruction:   59% 

Numeracy instruction:  56% 

Fundraising support:    49% 

Small group instructor: 49% 

Computer instruction: 44% 

Clerical/office support: 30% 

Support E-channel learners 

on site:                 25%  

Technical support:   20% 

Marketing support:   17% 

Website support:   13% 

Large group instruction:13% 

Book keeping support:     8%
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It is not surprising that one-to-one tutoring is the most 

frequently identified role for volunteers. Instruction for small 

groups is also a popular role. Closely linked roles are the 

different facets of literacy instruction including numeracy and 

computer literacy.  

 

Another very important and prominent role performed by volunteers in community-based 

programs is board governance – specifically board members. This is a crucial role as 

community-based literacy agencies are typically board-governed and could not operate without 

volunteer board members. It was often mentioned during CLO’s research that it is harder now 

to fill board member positions and this is something that agencies may need to address with 

very specific recruitment and retention strategies. 

 

Some agencies self-identified other different roles played by volunteers that increase agency 

profile in their communities and/or help with agency capacity, such as  

 

 coordinating food and clothing drives and helping with the local community garden  

 assisting with the resource library 

 providing support through the Canada Volunteer Income 

Tax Program  

 offering individual tutor support within a classroom setting 

 delivering tutor training 

 assisting with office maintenance 

 recording and promoting agency events and successes with 

photographers/videographers 

 helping with very specific administrative roles (reference checks, student follow-up) 

 mentoring other volunteers within the agency 
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New Roles for Volunteers 
 

It is possible that some roles were less commonly identified in CLO’s survey due to the 

specificity of their nature. Roles such as supporting e-Channel 

learners on-site, marketing and website support, or instructing 

large groups would not necessarily been  volunteer options or 

roles required by LBS agencies 10 or even 5 years ago. These 

roles have emerged based on the needs and evolution of literacy agencies.  

 

In addition to looking at traditional volunteer opportunities, Community Literacy of Ontario also 

explored several volunteer roles could be suitable for LBS agencies. Not all roles will work for 

every agency; however, our research showed that volunteers want to have more flexibility and 

roles that play to their strengths and the following options could help to meet the needs of 

volunteers and LBS agencies.    

 

Supporting e-Channel learners 

One role that will continue to gain prominence is the role of volunteers supporting e-Channel 

learners. In CLO’s key informant interviews, we talked at length about whether agencies were 

using volunteers to support e-Channel and typically the response was no. However, when we 

discussed the potential increased benefits for learners and for LBS agencies there was a 

stronger interest. To help agencies become better informed about e-Channel and blended 

learning, the Online Community of Practice (hosted by the Learning Networks of Ontario in 

partnership with Contact North and e-Channel providers) presented a free webinar series for 

Ontario literacy practitioners. The recorded webinars and accompanying resources are available 

at https://e-channel.ca/practitioner/resources/online-community-practise-resources  

 

 

https://e-channel.ca/practitioner/resources/online-community-practise-resources
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Quality Monitoring  

Sometimes volunteers or learners might be more comfortable 

talking to another volunteer about their experiences in your 

program. In the United Kingdom, the Charity for Civil Servants 

has volunteers monitoring client satisfaction on their services. 

https://www.foryoubyyou.org.uk/news-publications/you-you-newsletters/february-2015/new-

volunteer-roles  

 

Speaker Volunteers 

Speaker volunteers might also pique your interest. Not every agency will want a spokesperson, 

but often times a board member would be happy to take on this role. Again, the Charity for Civil 

Servants offers this volunteer opportunity on their website. 

https://www.foryoubyyou.org.uk/news-publications/you-you-newsletters/february-2015/new-

volunteer-roles  

 

Communications Person 

CLO knows that communications is very time consuming! 

Finding a person to help with this role could really help 

take some of that pressure off staff, since not everyone is 

as comfortable or as familiar as they would like to be with 

social media. Having someone to help even once or twice a week could be beneficial. And this 

role could address other forms of marketing depending on the skills of your volunteers. 

 

Special Events Coordinator 

This volunteer could help with planning special events in your community. And if the task is too 

daunting for one person – perhaps a committee would work.  Or this could be a rotated 

opportunity to have a different person(s) take the lead for each event. The parameters should 

be flexible and work for your agency and for your volunteers. 

https://www.foryoubyyou.org.uk/news-publications/you-you-newsletters/february-2015/new-volunteer-roles
https://www.foryoubyyou.org.uk/news-publications/you-you-newsletters/february-2015/new-volunteer-roles
https://www.foryoubyyou.org.uk/news-publications/you-you-newsletters/february-2015/new-volunteer-roles
https://www.foryoubyyou.org.uk/news-publications/you-you-newsletters/february-2015/new-volunteer-roles
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Volunteer Recruitment 
 

As part of our research, Community Literacy of Ontario looked 

at the challenges and strategies being used by LBS agencies to 

recruit volunteers. Let’s start by looking at the recruitment challenges faced by LBS agencies, 

followed by current strategies and some new recruitment options.  

 

Recruitment Challenges 
 

CLO’s research, fuelled by agency input, confirms that LBS agencies face a multitude of 

challenges that affect the recruitment of volunteers. The key issues or challenges are  

• Insufficient time 

• Insufficient money 

• Lack of human resources 

• Marketing 

• Daunting commitment/time requirements for traditional volunteer opportunities  

• Some recruitment efforts are not getting expected results  

• Competition for volunteers 

 

Most community-based LBS agencies do not have 

sufficient time or money to commit to volunteer 

recruitment.  Agencies who shared their recruitment 

struggles indicated that they do not have the human 

resources to make volunteer recruitment an ongoing 

initiative or the sole responsibility for one person. There 

is no easy answer! Agencies need to determine based on their individual circumstances and 

priorities, whether or not time or money can be freed up to put more effort into volunteer 

recruitment. Will the investment be worth the long-term gain?  
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Agencies also reported that sometimes it’s hard to get information out to the people who they 

want to reach. While people will still respond to some of the more traditional recruitment 

efforts (like pamphlets and posters) – the younger snack bracket of volunteers is looking for 

information online. 

 

The traditional time commitment for the number one volunteer role of tutoring is also a 

significant challenge – not everyone is able to volunteer for a full year. Perhaps, agencies could 

consider what other ways volunteers can make a contribution or adapt traditional roles to 

make them less-time consuming. There is also the timing issue of matching volunteers with 

learners – there can be a mismatch between when volunteers and learners enter a program.  

 

As mentioned earlier in the report, it has also become more difficult to fill positions on Board of 

Directors. This is particularly unsettling as these are vital volunteer roles for non-profit, 

incorporated community LBS agencies. 

 

Interestingly, during CLO’s key informant sessions, participants stated that many times, 

attending community events did not result in more volunteers. We heard that these community 

events sometimes generate money and a slight awareness but not increased volunteers. One 

agency told of an event they hosted that had a great turnout – 500 people and not one 

volunteer was recruited as a result. This type of recruitment strategy is not generating the 

expected results and needs to be evaluated to determine why they aren’t successful.  

 

How do agencies overcome these challenges? Taking a closer, more deliberate look at 

volunteer recruitment strategies might be helpful.  Perhaps there are changes that could or 

should be made. 
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Recruitment Strategies   
 

Community Literacy of Ontario’s survey asked an open-

ended question about current recruitment strategies and by 

far the most common reported strategy was word-of-mouth 

referrals (49%), followed by using social media platforms 

(32%), attending community events and networking (32%), 

and promotion on individual LBS agency websites (30%).  

 

Also receiving numerous mentions were direct outreach, posting and searching on volunteer / 

community websites, promotion through posters/flyers/newsletters, and using local volunteer 

centre services. 

 

The following is a list of current LBS volunteer recruitment strategies reported to CLO. These 

strategies were gathered from survey responses, key informant interviews, a focus group and 

webinar interaction. The multitude of ideas and ways that agencies approach volunteer 

recruitment shows the diversity of the individual agencies and their respective communities.  

 

 Capitalize on word-of-mouth referrals        

 Post on social media platforms, e.g., Facebook, Twitter, Linked In    

 Attend community events and networking opportunities      

 Use LBS agency websites         

 Conduct direct or targeted outreach (in person or by email)      

o e.g., contact business for specific skilled vacancies, ask people who you know, 

ask other service organizations, former placement students 

 Post on community /organizations websites   

o e.g., Charity Village, United Way, Volunteer Canada, local community sites 
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 Circulate and hang posters/flyers        

o libraries, local businesses, community service organizations, community centres 

 Use volunteer centres, e.g. Volunteer Toronto    

 Advertize in local/free newspapers     

 Use online job boards (e.g., Kijiji, Craigslist)    

 Develop and share online newsletters    

 Use radio ads        

 Post on college/university websites    

 Engage walk-Ins        

 Optimize use of university interns    

 Advertize in MPP Newsletters       

 Share volunteer testimonials  

 Ask at local high schools for specific roles (ideal for episodic volunteer roles) 

 Use visuals (photos, videos) in your promotional materials 

 Promote opportunities as “job development“ or job coaching/mentoring 

 Ask Board members to try to recruit their own replacement 

 Use exit interviews and follow-ups to re-recruit  

 

More Recruitment Strategies 
 

All respondents to CLO’s survey, key informant interviews, and focus group use multiple 

volunteer recruitment strategies. For agencies that are struggling with recruitment – maybe 

there are too many approaches? It might be time to assess what works and what doesn’t and 

scale back according, or if needed, try different strategies. As you begin planning strategic 

recruitment, consider the following strategies. 
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Targeted recruitment   

What age bracket are LBS agencies recruiting for volunteers?  The survey results were 

revealing! The significant majority, almost 60%, of volunteers in LBS community agencies are 

between the ages of 51-65. The next closest age group is 36 – 50 years old at 23%. The 

following are the specific results from the survey: 

 

Age 18-25:    3% 

Age 26- 35:    8% 

Age 36-50:    23%  

Age 51-65:    59%  

Age 66+:    8% 

 

Narrowing your focus and targeting a different age group or a 

group with specific skills for an existing role within your 

agency might increase your reach. Or consider developing a 

new role specifically suited to a specific/different target 

group. There is bound to be something that you would like to 

dedicate more time to (researching community events or reviewing/updating your website) 

that potentially would appeal to a certain group – and the responsibility/scope of the position 

could be tailored to that group. This approach could be useful in attracting new episodic 

volunteers. Remember, role clarity is extremely important with this approach. People want to 

know what they are being asked to do and how it is going to make a difference.   

 

CLO’s research suggested that board members be recruited using a more targeted approach to 

ensure that skills are optimized on your Board of Directors. Altruvest has a BoardMatch website 

to help match corporate volunteers with charitable programs, visit http://altruvest.org/ . Also 

recommended as a potential resource for Board member recruitment was the popular 

professional networking site, LinkedIn https://www.linkedin.com  . 

http://altruvest.org/
https://www.linkedin.com/
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Recruitment team  

It can be overwhelming to delegate volunteer recruitment to 

solely one staff person. Make recruitment a priority for staff 

and for your board of directors. If possible, lighten the load, 

share this responsibility with two, three or more people.  

Consider having a skilled volunteer take the lead. Meet 

regularly to talk about what volunteer positions need to be 

filled and the skills that they will need to do a good job. Have the team decide how they want to 

advertise the opportunities and share this information with all staff and other volunteers. Start 

small – see what works and what doesn’t. Remember this is a work in progress. 

https://www.givegab.com/blog/5-simple-fun-ways-recruit-volunteers/ 

 

Group volunteers 

Invite groups from your community to volunteer. This is a strategy that has been proven to be 

successful in other non-profit areas such as Christmas gift drives for needy families and food 

bank drives at Thanksgiving. Youth who are often more comfortable trying something new with 

a friend might be intrigued to support an agency fundraiser or to help at a booth for a 

community event.  Often groups of adult friends are looking for worthwhile things to do 

together and might be interested in how they could help other adults. Your local community 

centres, sports teams or clubs could be potential volunteer sources.  

 

Episodic or short-term volunteer opportunities   

This is a strategy to consider if an LBS agency is open to 

having volunteers do something other than tutoring. It could 

be a great strategy to help recruit that different age bracket – 

potential volunteers might want to give something a try if 

they don’t feel too tied down. Think about asking someone to 

spend an hour reviewing a newsletter or looking for online resources or reviewing your bylaws. 

https://www.givegab.com/blog/5-simple-fun-ways-recruit-volunteers/
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During our interview with the Barrie Literacy Council, it was mentioned that they have some 

volunteers who are on call to come in and support small group instruction by helping 

individuals within a small group. This is episodic volunteering! 

 

It could be just the stepping stone someone needs to see if they could do something else for 

your organization. It might take a little bit of thought to get opportunities in place but really the 

options are endless.  Don’t forget to make it worthwhile – let volunteers know how they are 

helping you or why their activity is worthwhile. 

 

The Gaelic Athletic Association (GAA) in Ireland has developed a volunteer toolkit to help clubs 

in attracting new volunteers and retaining current ones. This toolkit contains advice on all 

aspects of volunteering in the club on various initiatives they have undertaken to help them 

increase the number of people volunteering in the club. The GAA offers opportunities starting 

at just one hour! 

http://learning.gaa.ie/sites/default/files/Volunteer%20Recruitment%20Toolkit%20FINAL%282

%29_0.pdf 

 

Marketing revamp   

Part of marketing is assessing your image. It is important that volunteers can easily determine 

that your literacy agency is what they are looking for. What does your community think about 

you? What is the image that you are projecting? There is an abundance of freely available 

marketing material with sound principles that have broad applicability.  How do you choose and 

where do you start, especially when funds are limited? In June 2016, CLO circulated its 

Marketing Your Literacy Agency newsletter which looks at different aspects of marketing 

including websites and social media – both of which were identified as recruitment strategies in 

our survey. So let’s start here www.communityliteracyofontario.ca/wp/wp-

content/uploads/Marketing-Newsletter-June-2016.pdf  

 

http://learning.gaa.ie/sites/default/files/Volunteer%20Recruitment%20Toolkit%20FINAL(2)_0.pdf
http://learning.gaa.ie/sites/default/files/Volunteer%20Recruitment%20Toolkit%20FINAL(2)_0.pdf
http://www.communityliteracyofontario.ca/wp/wp-content/uploads/Marketing-Newsletter-June-2016.pdf
http://www.communityliteracyofontario.ca/wp/wp-content/uploads/Marketing-Newsletter-June-2016.pdf
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CLO has also developed online social media marketing 

modules to provide you with a step-by-step overview of how 

to use various social media technologies, including 

Facebook, Twitter, Pinterest, LinkedIn, and more. The 

modules will also give you access to practical marketing tools 

and strategies, along with examples of how other 

organizations (including literacy, employment services, the nonprofit sector, and business) have 

successfully used social media technologies for marketing. These modules are available on 

CLO’s website at www.communityliteracyofontario.ca/social-media-marketing  

 

CLO also suggests that you take some marketing cues from your colleagues.  There are great 

volunteer webpages on existing LBS agency websites. Your recruitment efforts can be helped by 

having current volunteer information readily available and easy to find for anyone who is 

looking for a volunteer opportunity! Providing the job descriptions, application forms and 

contact information is an excellent way to market your agency and your volunteer 

opportunities. 

 

It’s not possible to share all the great LBS agencies’ websites within the scope of this report but 

here are five to get you started: 

 

• Centre for Community Learning & Development – Toronto www.tccld.org  

• Gateway Centre for Learning – Midland www.gatewaycentreforlearning.ca  

• Hamilton Literacy Council  www.hamiltonreads.ca  

• Toronto Public Library – Adult Literacy Services  www.torontopubliclibrary.ca/adult-

literacy/about-adult-literacy.jsp  

• Trent Valley Literacy Association – Peterborough www.trentvalleyliteracy.ca  

 

 

http://www.communityliteracyofontario.ca/social-media-marketing/
http://www.tccld.org/
http://www.gatewaycentreforlearning.ca/
http://www.hamiltonreads.ca/
http://www.torontopubliclibrary.ca/adult-literacy/about-adult-literacy.jsp
http://www.torontopubliclibrary.ca/adult-literacy/about-adult-literacy.jsp
http://www.trentvalleyliteracy.ca/
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SPARK Ontario 

The use of Volunteer Centres was mentioned as a current recruitment strategy in CLO’s survey. 

However, our research also showed that not everyone accesses the resources that these 

centres provide. Community Literacy of Ontario found Spark Ontario, a true recruitment gem, 

during its research and is pleased to share it in this report. The Spark Ontario website is funded 

by the Ontario Ministry of Citizenship, Immigration and International Trade. It features 

opportunities for volunteers, resources for non-profits, and lists and access to volunteer centres 

from across Ontario.  Visit www.findmyspark.ca/volunteer-centres for more information.  

 

 

 

Volunteer Engagement 
 

Engaged volunteers are volunteers fulfilling roles in LBS agencies in ways that make them 

happy. These volunteers feel valued and that their time is being well used. Engaged volunteers 

are far more likely to meet their commitments and to stay involved.  

 

There are a number of great resources freely available online and to get you started, CLO 

suggests that you take a look at its 2016 Road to Excellence: Research & Resources to Build 

Capacity in Non-Profit Organizations Report which has a terrific section on Volunteer 

Management,  www.communityliteracyofontario.ca/wp/wp-content/uploads/Road-to-

Excellence-Report-December-14-2016.pdf 

 

The Vantage Point website at www.thevantagepoint.ca/resources has more great resources - 

simply click the “Topic” tab and then click “Volunteer Engagement”.  We also recommend 

Volunteer Canada’s, Sector Source website, it has a ton of resources on volunteer recruitment, 

engagement and retention http://sectorsource.ca/resource . 

http://www.findmyspark.ca/volunteer-centres
http://www.communityliteracyofontario.ca/wp/wp-content/uploads/Road-to-Excellence-Report-December-14-2016.pdf
http://www.communityliteracyofontario.ca/wp/wp-content/uploads/Road-to-Excellence-Report-December-14-2016.pdf
http://www.thevantagepoint.ca/resources
http://sectorsource.ca/resource
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Engagement Challenges 
 
The survey and key informant interviews told us that many LBS agencies 

experience challenges when trying to engage volunteers. The following 

list of challenges was  identified independently by agencies. 

 

 Lack of training / support for volunteers  

 Hard to train to meet OALCF requirements 

 Inadequate space to provide training 
 

 Hard to match learners with tutors  

 Learners with mental health issues/ disabilities 

 Supply and demand of learners 

 Supply and demand of tutors 

 Timing issues for tutoring sessions 
 

 Time commitment constraints for volunteers  

 Vacations 

 Competing demands like family and work 

 Health issues  
      

 Role doesn’t meet expectations 
        

 Tutors not meeting commitments     

 Looking to add to professional resume 

 Leave for full time jobs 

 Want shorter time assignments 

 Don’t always finish tutor training / don’t always like having to be trained 
 

 Dissatisfaction of volunteers      

 sometimes learner progress too slow 

 Hard to meet off site 
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Engagement Strategies 
 
The majority of challenges appear to be associated with the role of 

volunteer tutors. These concerns do not have easy solutions as 

many require financial, time, and staff resources which are often 

limited in community literacy agencies.   

 

To address some of the other issues, such as commitment and expectations, agencies could  

 

 Re-assess roles to see if any could be met through shorter-term requirements 

o Possibly split the role between two or more people 

 Manage expectations by having job descriptions for each volunteer role. This helps not 

only to match skills, but it ensures that everyone understands the scope of what a 

volunteer is being asked to do 

 Develop a screening questionnaire to determine skills and availability 

 

Other engagement strategies mentioned during CLO’s research were, to: 

 Target a wider range of volunteers to develop a broader talent pool. Volunteer burnout 

does happen and it always seems to be the same people who step forward. 

 Offer new opportunities to existing volunteers to allow for growth and change 

 Consider using technology (e.g., Facebook Live) to share events with other volunteers, 

learners, staff who are unable to attend – fun and different 

 Ensure that volunteers know that they are making a difference – tell them how and why 

their hard work is important! Share their success stories within your agency 

 Consider your volunteers’ motivations for volunteering – if they volunteered for job 

connections, then write them a letter of recommendation or endorse them on LinkedIn 
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Volunteer Retention 
 

Volunteer retention in community LBS agencies is amazing! In fact, 82% 

of agencies responding to CLO’s survey have volunteers stay more than 

one year. The numbers speak for themselves and according to survey 

results, volunteers stay: 

 

1- 6 months:    5% of responding agencies 

7 months- 1 year:  13% of responding agencies 

2-3 years:    37% of responding agencies 

4- 5 years:    15% of responding agencies 

6+ years:    32% of responding agencies 

 

 

Retention Challenges 
 
Even though retention rates are solid, CLO’s research still identified some challenges.   

 Recognition. It is hard to recognize everyone – especially when funds are tight! 

 Agency hours don’t always fit with volunteers’ availability 

 Many tutors can’t commit to a full year  

 Learners can be unreliable which is frustrating for volunteers 

 Volunteers with really high qualifications will sometimes leave because they have found 

employment which is completely understandable and very hard to control 

 Administrative workload can be too heavy for volunteers 

 Difficult to have volunteers in unionized environment 

 Aging volunteers can have health, family, scheduling issues 

 Burnout 
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Retention Strategies 
 

Besides ensuring that volunteers are happily engaged in their 

roles in an LBS agency, how do LBS agencies retain their 

volunteers?   CLO’s survey respondents, focus group and key 

informants told us that they continually use informal and formal 

recognition strategies to acknowledge volunteers.  

 

Here are their strategies. 

 Say thank you and say it often 

 Send an email saying happy birthday, or thanks for the great job you did yesterday!   

 Sit and have a chat with a cup of tea and a treat!  

 Be sure that volunteers are trained to do the job you want them to do – this instills 

confidence 

 Plan to keep in touch with volunteers on a regular scheduled basis 

 Invite volunteers to attend professional development sessions 

 Be sure to assess and reassign roles as needed – things don’t always go the way you 

originally plan 

 Offer up new and different opportunities – they don’t 

have to be big or long term – perhaps it’s asking them 

to be part of a think-tank or asking someone to design 

a new flyer (skills needed of course ) 

 Ask someone who’s always done the bingo if they would like to try something new like 

writing an article for your website(again according to your resources) 

 Mention volunteers at AGMs and special events 

 Plan award ceremonies 

 Offer certificates acknowledging skills and contributions 
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 Acknowledge volunteers on agency websites, e.g., http://www.pavro.on.ca/  

 Instill a culture of valuing volunteers in your agency 

 Have an open door policy to have ongoing communications with volunteers 

 Share volunteer successes with staff and board members 

 Provide comprehensive training and offer refreshers or updates as needed 

 Publish a monthly volunteer report or newsletter 

 Be flexible whenever possible – try to meet your 

volunteers’ needs 

 Have exit interviews and learn from them 

 
In the event that you would like to look a little deeper into retaining your volunteers, we have a 

several resources that you might like to explore.   

 Imagine Canada’s Sector Source website provides a wealth of information including 

their Standards Program features a Volunteer Involvement Standard which can be used 

to strengthen your volunteer management practices http://sectorsource.ca  

 The Nonprofit Hub website offers a huge selection of free resources to investigate 

https://nonprofithub.org/ .  

 Check out this article by Thomas W. McKee, who shares ideas on how volunteer retention can 

be increased https://www.funpastafundraising.com/blog/volunteer-retention-strategies-that-

work/   

 The Volunteer Now website is worth a visit and has lots of interesting ideas which are applicable 

to most non-profits regardless of where they are located  www.volunteernow.co.uk 

 

 

  

http://www.pavro.on.ca/
http://sectorsource.ca/
https://nonprofithub.org/
https://www.funpastafundraising.com/blog/volunteer-retention-strategies-that-work/
https://www.funpastafundraising.com/blog/volunteer-retention-strategies-that-work/
http://www.volunteernow.co.uk/
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Conclusion 
 

Volunteers play a key role in the success of community-based Literacy and Basic Skills agencies. 

The decline in the numbers of volunteers over the past decade should not be ignored or 

trivialized. Non-profit community literacy agencies rely on volunteers in one way or another 

and most often in many ways. As this report shows, volunteer contributions are significant and 

cannot be ignored in terms of the economic and skills benefits provided to community literacy 

agencies.  

 

In 2013, TD Economics pegged the average hourly wage rate for 

volunteers at $24 (Source: TD Economics ).  Using the average of 39 

volunteers per agency (as indicated in CLO’s 2017 survey) and $24 

per hour for each volunteer, one can gain a sense of the economic 

value agencies receive, or could receive, each year from volunteer 

time contributions. The existing possibilities and the untapped potential is stunning! 

 

Community literacy agencies are grateful for the compassion, good will, time, skills, experience, 

community connection, and economic benefit that volunteers bring to their programs. 

Volunteers enrich literacy programs and it is important to support volunteer management for 

the sake of LBS community agencies, learners and volunteers themselves. 

 

“Without volunteers, the one-to-one tutoring program would not exist and many 

learners in the communities, especially those who experience multiple barriers to 

learning and need more individualized learning environments would not have 

access to learning programs.” 

 

https://www.td.com/document/PDF/economics/special/AnEconomistsCaseForVolunteering.pdf

